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Manage a streamlined process when migrating from
your current database management system to
Fujitsu Enterprise Postgres with our
Migration Assessment and Data Migration services.

Fujitsu Enterprise Postgres is a reliable
and robust relational database based on
and fully compatible with PostgreSQL. It
contains a range of enhanced features for
enterprises, such as Transparent Data
Encryption, Data Masking, and the ability
to execute Hybrid Transactional/
Analytical Processing (HTAP) workloads.

Only professional planning reduces the inherent risk of data loss and business disruption when migrating
data from one platform to another. Our team of experts are ready to help you organise and deliver a seamless
migration from most popular database platforms to Fujitsu Enterprise Postgres.
Mitigate the risk factors for success
Fujitsu Enterprise Postgres has a distinguished reputation worldwide for reliability, data integrity, and costeffectiveness. Deploying this database management platform is an excellent choice. Now you can select
Fujitsu, a company experienced in PostgreSQL development and support, to migrate the data from your
existing database system.
Our team will help you examine the key issues that can otherwise potentially derail a data migration project.
These include workload assessments against your teams’ current responsibilities and skills availability against
that which is required to deliver on time and without interference.
We’ll also identify potential technical issues that can surprise if not addressed early, especially when associated
with new features, hardware, load requirements, or security policies. From there, we will deploy with you.

Why choose FUJITSU for Data Migration?
■ Fujitsu has the database experts, tools, and processes to ensure your data is moved quickly and
efficiently, minimising the impact to your daily operations.
■ We provide a comprehensive Migration Assessment to determine the feasibility of the transfer.
Based on the results, we can then work with your organisation to develop an appropriate
migration strategy.
■ The final step is the actual Database Migration, which includes verification that all data has been
successfully transferred to your new database.
■ Our team works with a highly refined service delivery model developed over years of experience
with large platform providers, enterprises and governments around the world.
■ Fujitsu has supported the PostgreSQL community for 20 years, was a founding member of the
PostgreSQL Enterprise Consortium (PGECons) in Japan, and is an active sponsor and participant of
PGCon, PgConf.ASIA, pgDay Asia, and Postgres Down Under, as well as supporting and
participating in various PostgreSQL user groups.

Mitigate the risk with a Data Migration assessment
Make the move with our Data Migration service
There are various stages to migrating a database, each of which requires extensive experience. We offer two services to help you migrate to the
critical stages.
Migration Assessment service
A Fujitsu Migration Assessment Service will determine a clear strategy for migrating your current database to Fujitsu Enterprise Postgres. Complete
your assessment in days for a clear picture as to your best approach. Also, the Migration Assessment Service will identify any compatibility issues or
customisation requirements to migrate your data in a way that helps you streamline database administration and optimise system resources from
day one.
Data Migration service
A Fujitsu Data Migration Service will provide help for a more efficient process, reduced costs, and fewer issues for data migration and to manage the
transfer of both data and knowledge to complete your project on time by engaging the experience of our PostgreSQL experts. Work with our data
experts to get the most from your data migration process and deliver real outcomes such as faster processing times, more load capacity, reduced
cost of ownership and more.
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Migrate to Fujitsu Enterprise Postgres

Combine with our support services

Contact us

Migrate to Fujitsu Enterprise Postgres for high
performance, reduced costs, and compatibility with
most major proprietary database systems used by large
enterprises and government organisations today.

Maintain ongoing care post your
migration with our 24/7 support
services including 15- minute
response times for severity 1 cases.

Please contact us to discuss the migration of
your database to Fujitsu Enterprise Postgres.
Email enterprisepostgresql@fujitsu.com
Visit fast.fujitsu.com/data-migration
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